Abstract
Introduction
The problem of region tracking can be defined as: given a region in an image find the global transformation of the region in successive frames where the region motion is constrained to be chosen from a given class of transformations. Region tracking can be achieved by tracking the boundary (contour) of the region [12, 13] , the interior of the region [6, 16, 10, 14, 3, 8, 11, 1] , or both [2] .
Appearance-based approaches for region tracking vary from approaches that strictly preserve region structure -by imposing rigidity constraints on the region, to approaches that totally ignore the region structure and track based on feature distributions. Approaches that preserve region structure typically establishes correspondences at the pixel level (or sparse feature level) between the region model and any target region by minimizing some metric in the feature space to obtain the global transformation, for example [10, 18] . Such approaches perform well for tracking rigid bodies and have been generalized to track articulated and even deformable objects if the articulation or the deformation model are known. On the other end, approaches that ignore region structure establish correspondence at the region level based on feature distribution such as histogrambased approaches, for example [6, 8] . These approaches have great flexibility to track deformable and non-rigid objects as well as being robust to partial occlusion, but they can lose the tracked region to another region with similar feature distribution.
In this paper we present a probabilistic framework for tracking regions based on their appearance. In our formulation we consider both the feature value and the feature location to be probabilistic random variables. We exploit the feature-spatial distribution of a region representing a non-rigid object as a constraint to track that region over time. Given a sample from a region representing the object, we estimate the feature-spatial joint distribution using kernel density estimation. The tracked object is located in each new frame by searching a transformation space for the transformation that maximizes a similarity-based objective function. Representing the joint feature-spatial distribution of the region imposes a probabilistic constraint on the tracked region that facilitate tracking even under small local deformations or measurement uncertainties. The framework we present is general and we will show that rigid tracking approaches based on minimizing SSD in the feature space are special cases of this framework. On the other end, non-rigid tracking approaches based on feature distributions (histogram trackers) are also special cases of the proposed framework. We present the approach for general form joint feature-spatial distributions and apply it to tracking with different types of image features including intensity, color and edge features.
Tracking using joint feature-spatial distributions involves some problematic issues: For example, the type of transformations involved in the spatial domain (e.g., geometric or deformation) are different from the type of transformation that might be applicable in the feature domain. The feature-spatial distributions are nonstandard in shape and can be high dimensional, therefore they require a general approaches to handle the density estimation and an efficient computational framework. Also, typically, the features are correlated with their locations. The approach presented in this paper addresses these issues.
The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 2 presents the joint space representation and the tracking objective function and it's asymptotic behavior. Section 3 presents the region localization approach. Section 4 shows a tracking example using a synthetic target and studies some tracking issues. Section 5 shows example experimental results with different feature-spatial spaces. Finally, section 6 conclude the paper with a discussion about some important issues.
Representation

Joint Distribution Representation
Our objective is to model the feature-spatial joint probability distribution of a region. In rigid body tracking, the relative locations of the features are deterministic and the region undergoes certain geometric transformation, where the objective of the tracking is to find such transformation under the assumption of feature invariance (for example brightness invariance). In our formulation, we consider both the feature value and the feature location to be probabilistic random variables.
Let u(x) be a d-dimensional feature vector at image location x. We use image features in a general sense, so u can be image intensity, color, texture, edge features, wavelet filter response, etc. We use R to denote the region or a sample from the region interchangeably.
Let
.N be a sample from the target region R where x i is the sample 2-dimensional location, and u i = u(x i ) is a d-dimensional feature vector at x i . S is a sample from the joint spatial-feature probability distribution P (X, U ) of the region. Given, S, we can obtain an estimate of the probability of any point, (x, u), in the joint space (assuming a discrete distribution) using multivariate kernel density estimation [17] aŝ
where K σ is a 2-dimensional kernel with a bandwidth σ and G κ is a d-dimensional kernel with a bandwidth κ. The bandwidth in the spatial dimensions represents the variability in feature location due to the local deformation or measurement uncertainty while the bandwidth in the feature dimensions represent the variability in the value of the feature. We use the notation K λ (t) to denote the d dimensional kernel
gives an estimate of the joint probability density at any point in the d + 2 dimensional spatial-feature space.
If the region R undergoes some geometric transformation to a new region R where T ( · ; a) is the inverse transformation from R to R with parameters a such that R = T (R ; a), then we can obtain an estimate for observing a certain feature, u, at a certain location x usinĝ
We can estimate the likelihood L(a) of the transformation T ( · ; a) by sampling from the new region and integrating the joint probability estimates for P from (2)
Similarity Based Tracking
Let P (y) and Q(y) be the probability distributions for R and R respectively in the joint spatial-feature space. We can measure the similarity between the region R and the transformed region R by measuring the similarity between the distributions P and Q using the Kullback-Leibler (cross entropy) information distance
where D(Q P ) ≥ 0 and equality holds when the two distributions are identical. This can be written as
(5) Since we sample from the transformed region, i.e., the samples y are drawn according to the joint density Q, the first term in equation 5 is (-1) times the entropy H(Q) of the transformed region. By the law of large number, the second term is the expectation given the sample Q of the log likelihood of the sample under the density P , i.e,
Q(y)logP (y)dy ≈ E Q (logP (y))
Therefore the second term is the likelihood function L(R ) defined in equation 3.
We can define a similarity-based objective function
Equivalently we will write the objective function in terms of the transformation parameter vector a, since the choice of R depends only on a
Given this objective function, we can formalize region tracking as a search over the transformation parameter space for the parameter a * t that maximizes the similarity of the transformed region at time t
The optimal hypothesis represents a local maxima in the parameter search space. The likelihood function as defined in equation 3 as well as the probability estimate in equation 2 are continuous and differentiable and, therefore, a gradient based optimization technique would converge to that solution as long as the initial guess is within a small neighborhood of that maxima.
Asymptotic Behavior
The bandwidth of the spatial kernel represents the variability in feature location (for example, due to uncertainty in the measurement or due to local deformation). The spatial kernel acts as a weighting mechanism such that the expected feature value in a certain location depends on other feature in the neighborhood. To see the effect of changing the bandwidth of the spatial kernel K on the tracking formulation we consider here the extreme cases where the bandwidth is set to 0 or ∞
Conversion to SSD Tracking
Consider the case where σ = 0. In this case The spatial kernel reduced to a kronecker delta function
In this case the location of the features are deterministic and we have a collection of random variables representing the feature value at each of the locations x i 's. Let us denote the feature value at location x i by u(x i ). Then, given the estimate of equation 1, the probability density function of the feature at x i reduces to
If we used a Gaussian kernel for G, the likelihood function of a certain transformation in 3 reduces to sum of squared distance (SSD)
Therefore, in this case, the region tracking is mainly a search for the transformation that minimizes the sum of squared error given feature consistency constraints. This is similar to many rigid body tracking approaches such as [10, 18] 
Conversion to Histogram Tracking
Now let us consider the other extreme where the bandwidth of the spatial kernel tends to ∞. In this case K becomes a flat kernel with infinite support, i.e., K(·) = c where c is a constant and the joint probability estimate of equation 1 reduces toP
which is an estimate the feature probability density function P (u) using the kernel G. we can think of this as a histogram of the feature values smoothed with G . Therefore the tracking reduces histogram tracking where the objective is to find the transformation that yields a region with similar feature distribution and no rigidity constraint is enforced and therefore no structure is preserved such as the work of [6, 8] In conclusion, the formalization provided in this paper is general. Changing the spatial kernel bandwidth provides a continuum between treating the locations of the features as deterministic (imposing rigidity constraint), i.e., template matching, and totally ignoring the spatial domain by tracking based on feature distribution only, i.e., histogram matching. Instead, the structure of the region is preserved in a relaxed manner based on the joint spatial-feature distribution.
Region localization
Likelihood Maximization
Assume that the tracked region R undergoes a geometric transformation to region R where T is the inverse transformation such that R = T (R ; a). Let y = [x u ] t be samples from R represented as 2 + d dimensional vector and, similarly, let
e., the sample transformed with T . Given the transformation T (x; a), the Jacobian matrix of T is a k×2 matrix where k is the number of the parameters in the transformation
The gradient of the likelihood function L(a) as defined in equation 3 with respect to the parameter a is
where ∇ xPa (x , u ) is the gradient of the density estimate with respect to the location, x, at sample point (x , u ). For estimating the density gradient, we will consider the general case where the feature is considered to be a continuous function over the spatial domain u(
, then feature gradient with respect to the location x is the 2 × d matrix
Given the estimate for the joint densityP a (x, u) as defined by equation 2 where we use a Gaussian kernels 1 for both the spatial and feature kernels. For a Gaussian kernel K σ (x) the derivative isḰ σ (x) = − x σ 2 K σ (x). Therefore, the gradient of the density estimate is
The first term in the last equation is the density estimate and therefore
This can be written in the matrix form as
where
and Σ is a (d + 2) × (d + 2) diagonal matrix with kernel 1 Similar formulas can be derived with other kernels.
bandwidths in each spatial-feature dimensions
and
is the mean shift vector as defined in [9, 4, 6] and m(y) is the (2 + d) vector representing the sample mean using kernel
Mean shift is a steepest-ascent like procedure but with variable steps that leads to fast convergence. It was shown in [6] that if the density gradient is on the form of m(y) − y where a convex kernel is used then this optimization procedure is guaranteed to converge to a stationary point satisfying m(y) = y which is the density mode.
Using the density gradient from equation 12, the likelihood function gradient as defined by equation 9 will be, (16) This means that the sum of the mean shift vectors over the region R is an estimate of the gradient of the likelihood function L(·). This formula shows how we can shift the parameters a in the parameter space to maximizes the likelihood by linear transformation from the joint feature-spatial space. It can easily be verified that if a sequence of successive steps maximizing the density, it will also maximizes the log-likelihood of the density and therefore would lead to the local maxima of the likelihood function.
Entropy Maximization
As pointed out in section 2.2, the similarity between region R and R defined by using the Kullback Leibler information distance depends on the entropy term H and a likelihood term L. For the likelihood term L(·) in the objective function, it is sufficient to build a representation of the joint density of the original region once and use this representation to evaluate the likelihood of any new region. Unfortunately, for the entropy term, the entropy of any hypothesis region R depends on the spatial-feature joint distribution Q of that region. Therefore it is required to compute a representation of such distribution for any new region hypothesis R .
One way to estimate the entropy of a region is using empirical entropy estimation [19] . Two samples A and B are used, where A is used to estimate the density function and sample B is used to estimate the entropy using the density estimate obtained by A. Unfortunately, such an approach is computationally expensive if we consider that the entropy has to be computed for each new hypothesis region. Therefore, we use an approximation for the entropy as follows:
Let H(X, U ) be the entropy of the spatial-feature joint distribution. By the chain rule H(X, U ) = H(X) + H(U |X). For the case of dense features (intensity, color, etc.) we can assume that the samples from any region are taken uniformally over the spatial domain. H(X) will then be the same for any region hypothesis. Therefore, only H(U |X) is the relevant term in the maximization. To approximate H(U |X), if we assume that the local distribution of the feature P (U |x) at point x can be approximated as a Gaussian distribution with mean µ(x) and variance γ(x), then the entropy will be
i.e, the local entropy depends on the local feature variance, which can be efficiently computed. Therefore the entropy of any region R can be computed as
and the gradient of the entropy using variance gradient is
where the variance gradient can be computed from the feature gradient over a neighborhood N(x) around x as
The feature variance and its gradient need to be computed only once per frame which can be implemented efficiently.
Tracking Example
In this section we present an example for tracking using the proposed framework to discuss some of the related issues. In this example we used grayscale image intensity as the feature. To study the tracker performance we generated a synthetic target that is similar in the feature distribution to the background. Figure 2 shows the tracked target which consists of two disks. All the pixels in the background as well as the target pixels are drawn from the same probability distribution which is shown in figure 1 -d except that structure is imposed on the target. So, basically, trackers based on feature distribution only will fail to track such target. The intensity of each pixel in the target as well as the background is changing by randomly generating new intensities according to the mixture at each new frame. To emulate local deformation, the size of the internal disk is random at each frame which leads to large changes in the appearance of the object as can be seen from figure 2 . Figure 1 -a shows the objective function surface which shows the local maxima corresponding to the target image location. Note that, because of the geometric symmetry of this particular synthetic target, there are four local maximums around the target which is not typically the case in real images. Figure 1 -c shows the objective function gradient vectors. Figure 1-b shows the scatter plot between the target entropy and the approximated differential entropy as was presented in section 3.2. The scatter plot shows the correlation between the approximation using image variance and the actual entropy (which is calculated using 3D histogram in this case). Typically, the entropy approximation using image variance leads to a smooth entropy surface. Figure 2 shows some frames from the tracking results where the appearance of the target is changing as mentioned above. The error in the tracking was 1.667 pixels on aver-age with spatial kernel bandwidth set to 2 and feature kernel bandwidth set to 1% of the feature spectrum. To study the effect of the spatial kernel bandwidth, σ, on the tracking, we used different values for the bandwidth to track the synthetic target shown in figure 2. Figure 3 illustrates the relation between the selected spatial kernel bandwidth and the error in tracking for the synthetic target. The figure shows two important issues. First the asymptotic behavior: As was discussed in section 2.3, as the bandwidth decreases and approaches zero, the framework converges to a rigid body tracker that minimizes the SSD in the feature space and since our target is not rigid the tracker will lose the target under this bandwidth. In this experiment, with σ < 0.125 the tracker started to lose the target. On the other hand, as we increase the σ the tracker will converge to a feature distribution tracker (histogram tracker) that ignores the region structure. Since both the target and the background have the same feature distribution in this example, the tracker loses the target as well. In this experiment, the tracker lost the target with σ > 64. As a conclusion, both rigid body tracker and histogram tracker will lose such target. The second issue that the figure shows is the tracker insensitivity to the choice of an optimal bandwidth. In the experiment, the tracker performed very well as σ varied from 0.5 to 8 with error within 5 pixels. This is because kernel density estimation yields, generally, good estimates of the density even if we varied the bandwidth within reasonable range around the optimal value which is typically unknown.
Experimented Results
In this section we show some tracking results using different feature-spatial spaces. Figure 4 shows some tracking results using raw image intensity. In this case we used three dimensional featurespatial space (2D location and 1D intensity). The target was tracked over a 500 frame span taken at about 10 frames per second (320x240 images) with kernel bandwidths set to (2,2,1%). The tracker failed when the target changes his appearance. To test the robustness of the tracker under low quality images, we compressed this video using MPEG compression with compression ratios of 52:1, 105:1, 178:1 and 198:1. The tracker performance (in terms of time to failure) was 91%, 85%, 83% and 79% respectively compared to the uncompressed video. In this experiment, as well as all other experiments presented here, only one frame samples were used to represent the joint space. Figure 5 shows an example of tracking using color. In this case we used a four dimensional feature-spatial space (2D location and 2D chromaticity) with bandwidths (2,2,1% 1%) respectively. The sequence shows tracking where the target is partially occluded. We get similar tracking results when we used gray-scale as well as image gradient instead of color. Figure 6 ,7 show tracking using edges represented as raw image gradient. In this case the feature-spatial space was four dimensional (2D image location and 2D image gradient) and therefore the invariant is the edge probabilistic structure of the region. In both cases, the joint space representation was obtained using only one frame with bandwidths = (2,2 10%, 10%) for each dimension respectively. Figure 6 shows tracking of a face using image gradient over about 200 frame span with 320x240 images. Some of the traced faces are also shown in the figure which shows that the tracked face undergoes different variations in the pose and the tracker was successful in locating the target at each new frame even under this changes. Figure 7 shows tracking of a human at a distance using the same space. Here, also, the edge probabilistic structure is the invariant represented as a four dimensional feature-spatial space as the previous example. The tracker also performs well in this case in spite of the deformation in the appearance due to the walking. Note that the camera was moving in this sequence. 
Discussion
The framework presented in this paper is a general framework for estimating the geometric transformation that a region undergoes in a sequence of images by imposing probabilistic feature and spatial constraints. The geometric transformation represents a global constraint on the region motion while the feature values and feature locations represent local constraints on the region appearance and structure. We showed that the approach is general and its asymptotic behavior converges to either a rigid body tracker that preserves region structure. At the other end, it converges to feature distribution tracker that totally ignores the region structure. Therefore, the approach preserves the region structure constraint as it is tracked and, on the mean time, facilitates tracking under small local deformations. We presented some results of tracking using different features including image intensity, color and intensity gradient. The results shows that the approach is robust to partial occlusions and local deformations and small changes in target's pose. In general, it was found that the likelihood term in the objective function is the dominant term and the entropy variations is small with respect to the likelihood term.
One of the main advantages of the framework we present is that the objective function used is continuous and differentiable. The optimal target hypothesis represents a local maxima in the feature-spatial space as well as local maxima in the search space (by linear transformation). Therefore a gradient based optimization technique would converge to that solution as long as the initial guess is within a sufficiently small neighborhood of that maxima. We showed that maximizing the likelihood term, which is the dominant term, follows the mean shift procedure which guaranteed the conversion. The approach converges to the objective function maxima in few iteration (typically 2-5 iteration per frame.)
The framework presented in this paper can efficiently be implemented to run in real-time with low dimensional feature-spatial spaces. At each new frame, the computa-tion involves evaluation of the likelihood and the entropy functions. The likelihood computation as well as it's gradient can be efficiently computed using lookup tables since most of the computations are repeated from frame to frame. Also, in case of Gaussian kernels, fast multipole methods can be used for efficient computation as was shown in [7] . The computation of the entropy term involves computing the image variance and it's gradient only once per frame.
This framework is an approach to localize the tracked region and can be used in conjunction with any tracker formalization. For example, a Kalman filter or a particle filter tracker can be used to predict a new location for the target at each new frame. This prediction can be used as an initial guess for the search for the optimal target hypothesis. This would provide measurements for the tracker at each new frame.
The framework presented in this paper can handle both dense features such as intensity, color, etc. and sparse features such as edges, corners, etc. The application of the framework presented in this paper was mainly focused on dense features which imposes connectivity constraint on the region. Applying the framework to sparse features and handling the issues related to this remain as part of our future work. Current paper does not address the topic of how to choose the optimal kernel bandwidth. As was shown in the examples, the tracker is insensitive to this choice within some range. This remains a topic that we will address in our future work.
Related work includes [6] . In their work, the color distribution of the target region was represented by a color histogram, i.e., no spatial information is preserved. The Bhattacharyya coefficient was used as a metric for similarity between the model and candidate region histogram, where each pixel is weighted using an external spatial kernel. The external kernel was necessary for the tracking. The mean shift algorithm was then used to obtain the location that maximizes the similarity metric. Our approach differs in three fundamental aspects: First, we preserve the spatial information by representing the joint feature-spatial distribution of the region. Second, our approach does not need an external spatial kernel imposed over the region to drive the tracker. The tracking in our case is driven by both the region structure as well as the region appearance. Third, our representation of the distribution is based on kernel density estimation which provides smooth estimates. Another related work include the work of [19, 15] for feature registration by maximizing mutual information. Related work also includes the work of [1] , [3] , and [5] .
